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Dear BC Utilities Commission:
BC Peace River Valley and Land is my home land, my place of origin, my birth place. I have strong feelings against BC Hydro's Site C Dam project.
Please for the health, welfare, well-being for BC Peace River North, the province of BC, country of Canada, and globally, there is only one Peace River on Earth. This River has systematically sacrificed more
than enough with completion of sites A = WAC Bennett Dam and man made lake Willistin, site B = Peace canyon Dam and man made Dinosaur lake.
I respectfully request to please let the Peace River BE. It is meant to flow as a river, not to be damed and flooded with reservoirs. The completion of site c would be cumulative catastrophic environmental
destruction.

In northern BC and Alberta, there has been an explosion in resource extraction activities, with mega-projects
like the Site C dam, hydro-fracked shale gas wells, a nuclear power plant and the tar sands. The economy is
booming, but with it comes heated debate and conflicting claims about the impact on the environment. In this
thought-provoking and beautifully made film, Vancouver-based director Charles Wilkinson talks to experts
from both sides of the divide, presenting an even-handed look at the issues as he probes the deeper causes
of environmental exploitation."
"

Peace Out Documentary by Charles Wilkinson.
https://www.knowledge.ca/program/peace-out
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Barbara Gordon

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the TELUS network.
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